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Introduction

The following text deals with the theory and practice of community education as a field of social work 
and uses art as the media for developing communities. After a short introduction in the theory, follows a 
description of  how to do a workshop using this approach offering examples of (a) “creative drumming” as 
a form of community music and (b) “basket beats” as a combination of music and sports. This approach 
can be used with beginners as well as experienced participants. In this context, we discuss two aspects: 
Community arts as a tool to gain empowerment by activity in education and as a way to establish decent 
relationships between professionals and their clients in the field of social work.

Notes on the Concept of Community Education

Mainly, the concept of community education deals with the idea of social transformation by using art. In 
this context, it is important to educate the participants to become more and more independent from their 
coach. When Aragay (2014a) discusses the theory of community education, he describes several dimensions 
of this approach that clearly relate to the process of education and community work:

•	 Cultural Action
•	 Community Arts
•	 Cultural/ Artistic Mediation
•	 Community Music Therapy
•	 Art for Social Change
•	 Community Cultural Development
•	 Art for Peace
•	 Community Culture (cultura viva comunitaria)

Thus, there are three aspects  touched by the concept of community education through the use of the arts: 
(1) First are the so-called “system needs”, which means – thinking of social change in a global context - a 
requirement of the society with (a) cultural democracy as the main aim, (b) cultural democratization as a 
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process, and (c) accessibility for  people in communities to a grounded and self-emerged form of culture 
overwritten as “art as an end in and of itself”.  Secondly, cultural education has to be seen as a triangle of 
culture, art, and creativity in the sense of being a framework for the concept that touches (a) the community 
as a stakeholder of social education as well as (b) the social educator with a professional background who is 
able to give people empowerment in communities through the arts, and finally (c) the artist as artist. These 
aspects are accompanied by a scope of the different potentials for:

•	 Artist education
•	 Art therapy
•	 Amateur arts
•	 Applied arts
•	 Art outreach
•	 Arts & development

Referring to Aragay (2014b), art has to be seen as a tool for social transformation that achieves four 
dimensions: The participants as (1) individuals and (2) a group, well embedded (3) in a community that is a 
part of a (4) society. Speaking in terms of the social sciences, all these dimensions strongly relate to three 
areas, namely, (a) education, (b) health, and (c) the environment. Working with art offers a possibility to 
learn music by doing music as a collaborative work. It is, furthermore, an accessibility approach that helps 
to define abilities and passions and gain coordination, self-perception, and self-management. Lastly, and 
still important, art includes the chance to receive awareness and attention through expression, respect 
within peer groups as well as – for the whole group – within communities.

Community Arts

There are many experiences in the art and social fields that are taking place, and their common denominator 
is that they use art as a tool to achieve goals that do not necessarily have a straightforward relationship 
with the actual artistic product. These practices pursue a social benefit or improvement rather than purely 
aesthetic goals (Palacios 2009).

Whether you call it Community Cultural Development, Artistic Mediation, or Cultura Viva Comunitaria, 
Community Art is a global, growing, and complex reality that is shaped by practices, theories, methodologies 
and even  cultural policies that seek the individual’s access to music creation as well as personal socialization 
and the development of individual critical thinking so as to better understand the world. 

The complexity that lies between terms and praxis comes from the heterogeneity of the territories and the 
traditional cultures they emerge from, namely, the different disciplines we can use to study them (artistic 
education, applied art, art-therapy, etc.), and the fact that traditionally specialised literature often centres 
more on obtaining practical resources than producing reflection (Mckay and Higham 2011). 

What we can probably say here then is that, whether openly or intrinsically, music is valued as a tool and-- 
inexplicably many times-- we leave all to the virtues of music and/or  the skills/strategies of the musical 
facilitator. However, today, this is not enough. A community musician and a social educator resonate with 
leisure, participation, diversity, justice, cohesion, and social transformation. The first is a specialist in the 
field being transmitted and the ways to pass it on; the second is a specialist in the relationship with the 
Other and the territory. Both are equal angles of the same triangle, but in reality, it is the second that is 
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significantly less present. It is very important then that we associate with both the artist and the educator, 
each of which needs to help the other to be able to tackle the current difficult realities. 

Considering this condition, we can say that according to my experience in another field, there is not a best 
artistic discipline, as all have some characteristics that make it unique and able to act efficiently with certain 
collectives or on certain problems. The same happens with genres. In the case of music, my experience causes 
me to identify the following types of projects with these associated values: Orchestra (Equal opportunities), 
Rap & Hip Hop (Social reflection), Traditional (Identity), Popular (Interests), New Technologies (Proximity) 
and, as is the case with this article, Percussion (Accessibility), which has great power for both cohesion and 
rooting. 

Any action in life can be potentially educative. Therefore, accepting the potential from the interdisciplinary 
practice observed in so many projects (Arte Show Urbano in Peru, Sacude in Uruguay, Xamfrá in Barcelona), 
we can state that what we do is not as important as how we do it. We are talking here about the importance 
of the methodology and the set of organizational and educative decisions made for strategies and resources 
(Parcerisa 1999). Decisions, therefore, need to be set in the concept and the presumed role of the following 
four themes: Culture, community, participation, and pedagogy.

The Basket Beat Case

Music and sport are nowadays core elements in the free time and extracurricular activities of kids and 
youngsters in almost all Western countries. Although it is possible to find a huge amount of successful and 
accessible music projects that involve lots of kids and teens around the world, it’s much more common to 
find extracurricular activities that are related to sport than those related to music. The message that sport 
implies a global benefit for people has made a deep impact on all populations.  However, the relationship 
with culture is, on the other hand, very passive in most cases. 

In order to achieve the global benefits that both kinds of activities provide, Basket Beat was born. The idea 
of using the basketball is fundamental. It involves two important issues: On the one hand, a basketball is a 
very common object in daily life, and this recognition makes it very familiar and easy to work with. On the 
other hand, many participants already have a positive attitude toward this element because it belongs to 
a world that most   love. This methodology also allows youngsters to approach music through their bodies. 
Young people tend to be much more connected to their physical side than their analytical or rational parts. 
This is why connecting sport to music is a powerful element of this methodology. 

Basket Beats in Practice

The musical process is simple. After working the pulse properly, the participants are committed to 
discovering other musical concepts like certain rhythmic figures, the measure, and the silence and also to 
including other elements like voice and movement. It is interesting that in this regard the methodological 
framework that Irina Capriles (2006) describes in «La experiencia musical de crecimiento» where she states 
that  musical practice must be gratifying, stimulating, plastic, dignifying, safe structured, aesthetic, frequent, 
progressive, brotherly and memorable is also an interesting framework to use here as a  guide.
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Figure 1. Process of Basket Beats

Projects

In 2010, we began with a group of immigrant minors without any family support who played basketball 
at “Casal dels Infants” in Barcelona (one of the biggest organizations in the social field in Spain). This long 
process was completely successful. They are still playing and practicing regularly. The musical knowledge they 
have achieved is enough to perform in professional artistic contexts and give concerts. In the group sphere, 
they perceive themselves as a family that is able to manage itself by organizing rehearsals, composing, and 
writing its own music, and grow as persons in a completely self-sufficient way. 

From April 2013 to March 2014, Basket Beat journeyed to three different continents around the world 
and visited nine countries. The main goal was to learn from similar projects and evaluate and make the 
methodology public.  In this regard, Basket Beat has presented and implemented successfully a wide range 
of groups with very diverse social and cultural backgrounds. 
After more than sixty workshops with more than one thousand participants and even before data 
triangulation we can say that:

In every case, detailed exercises are developed to use individual and collective difficulties to encourage 
analytical and critical thinking and also improve the social skills of the participants and the growth of the 
group. The work is focused on the body, the interests, and the skills of the participants at the centre of the 
process. Another important goal of the project is to train self-management, both in each individual and 
in the group level. In order to pursue this skill, collective decision-making is encouraged for all issues that 
concern the group at the very beginning of the project.  
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a) Even though the methodology was born as a strategy for social action teachers from music schools, 
conservatories, universities or non-formal education, there is value in the work’s corporality and the 
physical understanding of the musical concepts.
 
b) In contrast with what might happen with other artistic languages, such as theatre or musical instruments 
like the violin, basket beat allows the participants a possibility to feel the experience of making music 
quickly

c) There is evidence to use to argue that Beat Basket facilitates the development of the person in emotional, 
communicative, psychomotor, cognitive, and social areas. Especially, the group dimension appears 
frequently in different observations, interviews, and questionnaires. So the social area may be its strongest 
cause, as the technical limitations of a basketball do require the collaboration of other participants.

Creative Drumming in the Context of Education and Social Work

Sometimes relationships between professionals and clients are not easy to handle. Different expectations, 
roles, superstitions and more can be a barrier to establishing a basement of trust, understanding, and 
motivation or as Luhmann (1998 [orig. 1982]) said, “communication is improbable.“ One of the biggest 
challenges in education and in social work is to establish a decent relationship between professionals and 
the people they work with, often characterized by the level of density. Sometimes it helps just to have a 
single activity in common. For example, I worked in a youth centre in part of a city with migrants, but also 
marginalised people from Germany, i.e., less educated than the average, a lot of that were unemployed 
and more. The young people had   typical problems: Relationships, parties, sometimes drugs, sometimes 
violence, and so on. Some kinds of adolescent behaviour are considered to be a supposed “social problem” 
that indicates intervention. So social workers were sent to do something with these kids and the youngsters, 
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but we always had to keep in mind that youngsters are part of their peer groups and we – as professionals 
– usually are not part of that peer group. Yet sometimes it can be interesting for them to see what “adults” 
do outside their typical roles as workers, teachers, parents.
 I didn’t really share their problems, topics, issues and values, and so it was up to me to establish a connection 
with them. Doing so with art in all its forms like music, but also using painting, photography, theatre, movie 
making, circus,  or even sports – art can be almost everything – it can help a lot in this context, and it did 
work out in this case. Professionals in education and social work have interests and skills that might be 
interesting for them, so what you can do is offer them a view on how it works. As soon as you do that, you 
have established a link with them and even a common topic to use to establish a relationship.

Similar Approaches

There are many examples of similar approaches to social work and education. For example, a colleague of 
mine was very much into Hip-Hop-Culture, so he produced rap songs with his clients (cf. Schröer 2013). 
Another showed kids how to do break dancing. Aragay produces beats and rhythms with basketballs, and 
there are several successful projects in the context of Rock Music that have used this approach to combine 
education, social work, and the arts. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the goal is not mainly to 
educate them to become great musicians, artists, actors and so on. It is important to catch them using their 
interests and help them kick off and leave the role of a consumer and get into activity, and that’s it. It’s not 
more and not less a good possibility to establish a relationship. This kind of approach can also be useful in 
difficult situations when it isn’t easy to do that in a nice or an easy way. Another colleague of mine has used 
this approach in a jail (he is not the prisoner) as a model of the “total institution” (Goffmann 1961). Beside 
that focus, it is a concept of community education.

Drumming is strongly related to communication. People are used to language as a mean of communication. 
In the workshop we did in Barcelona, for example, we used English, but most of us were not native speakers; 
however, we shared a common stock of words. Sometimes it doesn’t work, for instance, in any case where 
we don’t share the meanings of so- called “vocal gestures” like words. Imagine that you have left your 
cultural context, for example in the context of going abroad as a migrant; you will have no clue about the 
social roles, institutions, functions, and structures of verbal communication there. In the context of social 
work as well as in some fields of education there can also be relationships with clients that are blocked 
for that reason. At such a point, drumming can be a solution and used as an occasion to get closer to one 
another and use drumming as a form of gathering. 

Drumming is older than any language and a medium of communication that doesn’t need any words. While 
any language consists of syntax and rhythm, drumming is just rhythm, and that’s why it is probably easier 
to get others to react in common using rhythm than in any other way. The chance when using this kind of 
approach is that, on the one hand, drumming is very complex, because it is movement as well as emotion 
and expression via music. However, it also has some mathematics. On the other hand, it is easy to learn the 
basics and develop one’s skills further within a group.

Sounds of the Environment

One important aspect is that the instruments that are used are made from garbage, basically from trash. 
So the participants will deal with the sounds of their environment, which can be a challenge when listening 
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boxes from paper, etc.

While music in general consists of melody and rhythm, drums are (in most cases) just rhythm. Beat is 
included in almost every style of music (Hip-Hop, Rock, Pop, Heavy Metal, electronic music) as well as 
Samba, the Polka, and more, so people with an interest in music are actually easy to access. The concept 
of Creative Drumming is similar to the idea of basket beats and shares some of the same basic ideas: The 
artistic result or its quality is not the most important part of the process. Art is used as a tool and thus as 
a goal for the process of community education. Creative drumming is also situated between community 
music, community education and social education. Speaking in terms of social work, drumming is an 
approach to empowerment by applying art in groups. It refers to the natural desire people have to be seen, 
heard and touched. 

Using the Method

The following text is not just a simple recipe for doing community education with drums or teaching that 
method as Social Workers or educators, but it is a description of a possible practice. Further, it is very simple 
to do because there is no deeper knowledge required for drumming and no music theory necessary, and 
there are almost no costs for the equipment. What’s needed is only a place where you can be loud and 
there is enough space for the participants, for example, in a gym with some paper boxes and empty plastic 
bottles and drumsticks.

The leader of the workshop welcomes the participants and starts with a short introduction to the course. 
Depending on what kind of people your audience consists of (kids, youngsters, professionals in the field 
of social work, teachers, and students), it’s useful to offer some theory about communication as well as 
the relationship of this approach to both social work and education. After that, it’s time to include them. 
Let them prepare the paper boxes with tape and fill some empty plastic bottles with sand or stones. The 
next step is to show them how to use drumsticks,  tell them what dynamics means (from soft and quiet 
to hard and loud) and  teach them certain simple basic beats that use different rhythms and speeds. After 
some repetition using these prepared boxes and bottles, it’s time to explain what call and response means: 
One participant plays a beat, and all the others try to repeat it as a group. If there are skilled or talented 

and experimenting. There 
is not only the dimension 
of “see me”, which is 
strongly related to the 
presentation of the results 
of the workshop, but also 
“hear me”. Finding useful 
sounds and being creative 
in making “drums” is a 
further dimension and also 
a challenge for experienced 
drummers. In this context, 
almost everything is 
allowed, for example, 
tables, spoons, bottles, 
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short beat sequence and present it to the entire group and also display the  results group by group and then 
playing the beats together. 
Then it’s time to be creative again and give everyone room to collect their ideas for a presentation. The 
leader of the workshop supports the participants with his knowledge and ideas for rehearsals. After a 
second break, they should repeat the process again. The workshop ends with a presentation of the group’s 
work, including the four aspects of drumming that are relevant to the workshop and its goals:

• Presentation of “instruments” made from garbage with their sounds
• The beat (basic drum patterns, rhythm, and speed)
• The dynamics (from quiet beats to loud beats and backwards)
• Call and response (one member of the group plays a beat, the others repeat it)
• Improvisation 

Some of the effects on the group and the participants are their quick success at playing instruments and 
making music, a higher level of self- consciousness, and a change in  the view of their environment: Because 
they are using instruments made from garbage, the participants have to be creative in trying to make their 
sounds, so do some experiments with them. They will realize that it’s possible to make music with almost 
anything. The role of the workshop leader in this context is not that of an instructor, but rather more 
like a coach who is supporting the development of the group and their skills. The aim is to empower the 
participants to work by themselves and be able to teach the basic knowledge gained from the workshop to 
other interested people. That actually has been done in Barcelona in actual practice with a group of young 
migrants. 

“In the workshop, we had different methods for 
using basketballs: Hard and soft, different kind 

of rhythms, claps and measures. The hardest thing 

was when the whole group had to do different 

kind of rhythms at the same time.

We changed the leader position between each 

other. When someone was the leader, he or she 

understood how hard it was to lead a group, how 

many responsibilities a leader has.

All the group understood that it is really im-

portant to trust each other, be cooperative if 

someone has a problem so he or she understands 

the methods and that you are responsible for, 

not just for yourself, but for all the team.”

participants in the group, it is also possible to 
show them how improvisation works. That will 
take at least 1-2 hours, depending how much 
theory is included. Then it’s time for a break.

The next segment should start with a warm-up 
game, which helps them to act with their arms 
independently on command in a funny way. 
After that, there should be repetitions of basic 
beats that are shown to help the participants 
gain their conciseness in drumming. Then the 
most creative part of this approach begins After 
showing them by using some examples that 
almost everything that makes noise can be used 
for drumming, send them  out to create their 
own drums. Some time is needed for that task. 
They will likely come back with bottles, stones, 
plastic bags, wooden sticks, and other garbage 
and present their ideas to the group. Now it’s 
time to try out these “instruments” and play 
the basic beats with them. If everything works 
out, they will  be able to get into small groups 
(a maximum of three people) and compose a 
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Conclusion

Using the concepts of community education, such as basket beats or creative drumming, offers an 
opportunity to establish a decent relationship between professionals and clients through the arts as well as 
through social education.  It also touches on the concepts of education and social work done with groups 
as well as community work. The main focus is empowerment by developing skills and supporting dealing 
with the arts via practice. So it is not working just for but more important with the clients. The objective 
of this approach is to gain the resources of the participants, based on their interests and needs, and give 
them the opportunity to get attention. Step by step, the intention is to get them to be independent from 
the “leader” of the workshop and switch into the role of a multiplier. This approach is useful in several areas 
of social work and education, for example as an “ice breaker” between professionals and clients, but also 
in the context of group work like team building and – when related to the topic of the project we did in 
Barcelona – in actual work with migrants. 
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